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Abstract

A critical issue in state-of-the-art solid oxide cell stacks is the contacting of the oxygen electrode. The commonly used ceramic contact layers are applied in a green state and cannot be sintered properly due to compliance limitations arising from other stack components like sealing glasses and steels. The consequence is a low layer and interface strength.

A metallic copper manganese foam, which is oxidized under operation conditions into a conductive Cu1+xMn2-xO4 spinel, is presented in this work as a viable contact solution. The foam has been electrochemically tested in a single repeating unit setup for 350 hours of constant operation, followed by dynamic conditions with thermal cycles. After operation, a micro structural analysis using scanning electron microscopy, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction was carried out. It was confirmed that after oxidation/operation the manganese solely formed a CuMn-spinel phase, mixed with a CuO phase. A separate Mn-oxide phase was not found. The conductivity and contacting of the foam was sufficient for > 350 h of SOFC operation. With an initial serial resistance comparable to single cell tests using gold foil as contact material and moderate degradation rates, the CuMn foam presented itself as an interesting cathode contact solution.
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1 Introduction

One of the vital prerequisites for solid oxide cell (SOC) stacks, in fuel cell or electrolysis mode, is a well-established electrical contact between the cells’ individual layers and interconnects, which persists over long operation periods and dynamic conditions, e.g. load and thermal cycling. One of the weakest interfaces and therefore the one most prone to loss of contact is between the oxygen electrode and the interconnect[1]. In single cell testing, excellent contacting can be achieved by using noble metals, like gold foils and meshes[2], but these solutions are too costly to be applied in stack production. Instead, state-of-the-art SOC use green, i.e. not sintered, oxygen electrode-like ceramic contact layers[3,4]. These cannot be sintered fully after stack assembly, because the typically required high firing temperatures above 1000 °C[4] are not compliant with other stack components like sealing glasses and steel interconnects. Consequently the
oxygen electrode contact layer’s full bulk and interface (to electrode and / or interconnect) strength cannot be achieved. One possible route to improve the interface strength are composite contact layers containing Si-based glasses[5]. Silicon species have however been reported to negatively affect the long-term stability of solid oxide cells[6].

A different contacting approach is a more flexible, porous contact material, similar to the nickel mesh often applied on the fuel electrode. A recently developed metallic copper-manganese foam (Alantum Corp. / RIST, Korea) is a promising candidate. Under operation conditions (oxidizing atmosphere, temperatures around 700-800 °C), the foam is oxidized to form an electrically conducting Cu1+xMn2-xO4 spinel-phase. Though brittle, the porous structure is believed to be more compliant with small mechanical deformations that arise from temperature gradients and thermal cycling. The formed spinel itself is similar or identical to protective interconnect coatings[7–9] and should therefore exhibit a sufficient long-term stability and form a stable interface to a spinel-coated interconnect. In a recent study by Szabo et al.[10] the Cu-Mn foam was tested as an oxygen electrode contact material with rather unsatisfactory results, where Mn-rich oxide scales had formed instead of the desired spinel phase. Electrochemical testing in fuel cell mode showed low performance not suitable for operation. Our investigation shows a different, much more promising result. Here we report, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, for the first time a successful test of Cu-Mn foam as a SOC oxygen electrode contact material in a single repeating unit (SRU) setup.

2 Experimental

A planar anode supported solid oxide fuel cell with a size of 5 x 5 cm² was used in this study. The half-cell (without oxygen electrode) was supplied by Haldor Topsoe A/S. It consisted of a ~300 µm thick Ni-YSZ (yttria-stabilized zirconia) support layer, a Ni-YSZ fuel electrode (10-15 µm thickness), a YSZ electrolyte (10-15 µm) and a CGO (gadolinium doped ceria) barrier layer (5-10 µm). A 4 x 4 cm² LSC (lanthanum strontium cobaltite)-CGO oxygen electrode (10-15 µm) was screen printed onto the barrier layer and subsequently sintered. No oxygen electrode contact layer was applied. The cell was inserted between two sheets of metallic contact material (anode side: nickel felt, ~400 µm, ~80% porosity; cathode side: Cu-Mn foam, Cu:Mn ratio 3:2, 700 µm initial thickness, 87% initial porosity, pore size ~450 µm, Alantum Corporation, Korea) and two metallic interconnects. Both interconnects were made from Crofer22 APU. The oxygen side interconnect was coated in-house on both sides with a CoMn2O4-spinel by electrophoretic deposition (EPD)[8]. The fuel side interconnect was coated with nickel oxide (NiO) on the backside facing the steel current collector. The Cu-Mn foam was cold-rolled to ~350 µm thickness (~74% porosity in metallic state) prior to assembly. The Ni-felt was used as supplied. Crofer22 APU spacers were used to accommodate the contact materials between the cell and the interconnects. Cell, interconnects and frames were sealed using glass seals.
The SRU test setup is shown in Figure 1. For further information see \[11,12\]. The SRU was heated up to 900 °C for sealing with 20 NL/h of 9% H₂ in N₂ supplied to the fuel electrode and 40 NL/h of air supplied to the oxygen electrode. A weight load of 12 kg was applied to compress the seals and ensure gas tightness. The SRU was kept under these conditions for 2 h. Afterwards it was cooled down to 850 °C. The fuel electrode gas flow was changed to 24 NL/h of 4.2% H₂O in H₂ and the air flow to the oxygen electrode was increased to 140 NL/h. The SRU was left under these conditions for 6 h to fully reduce the Ni oxide in the anode and anode support. Afterwards an initial characterization with varying gas compositions was carried out at 850 °C, 800 °C, 750 °C, and 700 °C by measuring polarization (i-V) curves and electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) to ensure the SRU’s functionality. With 24 NL/h of 4.2% H₂O in H₂ to the fuel electrode and 140 NL/h of air to the oxygen electrode side, the SRU was operated under constant conditions for 350 h with a current density of 0.5 A/cm² at 700 °C. EIS spectra with an amplitude of 60 mA were recorded every 10 h using a Solartron 1255 frequency analyzer and an external shunt. The spectra were recorded from 0.08 Hz to 82 kHz with six points per decade. The impedance data were corrected using the short-circuit impedance response of the test set-up. From the recorded spectra the serial resistance Rs (high frequency intercept) and polarization resistance Rp (difference between low and high frequency intercept of the impedance curve) were extracted. The continuous test was followed by four thermal cycles, i.e. cooling the SRU down below 150 °C and heating to 700 °C with a cooling / heating rate of 1 °C/min. During the cycling, the oxygen electrode was supplied with 50 NL/h of air and the fuel electrode with 20 NL/h of 9% H₂ in N₂. After each cycle, the SRU was characterized by measuring DC i-V curves and EIS spectra with varying gas compositions fed to the fuel and the oxygen electrode. Finally, the SRU was cooled down to room temperature at a rate of 1 °C/min with 50 NL/h of air supplied to the oxygen electrode and 20 NL/h of 9% H₂ in N₂ supplied to the fuel electrode. The SRU was disassembled and the oxidized contact foam was investigated by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and electron microscopy. The XRD data were collected using a Rigaku Smartlab X-ray diffractometer (Cu Kα, 1.5408 Å) in Bragg-Brentano geometry from 10-120° in 2θ. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on a Zeiss 1540 XB microscope. Elemental mapping by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was done using a Hitachi TM3000 microscope. The images were analyzed using the ImageJ software\[13\].

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Electrochemical testing

For the evaluation of the applicability of the Cu-Mn foam as a contact material the open circuit voltage (OCV) and the serial resistance (Rs) were considered. The first value is a direct indication of the gas tightness, determined by the gas
composition and the temperature (Nernst equation). The second reflects the contacting and is mainly determined by the conductivity of the electrolyte. After the sealing, the initial OCV at 850 °C with dry hydrogen (fuel electrode: 24 NL/h of H₂) and air (oxygen electrode: 140 NL/h of air) was 1188 mV. This corresponds to a water content of 0.4% and indicates an excellent gas tightness of the SRU. Before the constant operation at 700 °C, an OCV of 1090 mV and thus only 15 mV lower than the theoretical Nernst potential, was measured, confirming the SRU’s gas tightness. After operation under constant conditions and thermal cycling, the OCV remained at the same value.

In addition, the behavior after 350 h of operation under constant conditions and thermal cycling was tested. Figure 2a shows the development of the cell voltage during the 350 h of operation under constant SOFC conditions at 700 °C and 0.5 A/cm². The nearly vertical features are caused by periodic EIS measurements. An obvious decrease of performance by 20 mV was observed over this period. This degradation is as well reflected in the i-V curves before and after the constant operation (Figure 2b).

The serial resistance is mainly determined by the ohmic resistance of the electrolyte, current constrictions in the electrodes and contact problems at the interfaces (within the cell and to the contact layers in the setup). The Rs-value at the beginning of the continuous operation of 238 mΩ cm² correlates very well with a single cell test of an identical cell contacted with a standard oxygen electrode contact layer and a gold contact under comparable conditions (initial Rs: 230 mΩ cm²). This indicates a good contacting by the contact foam. During the 350 h of constant operation, Rs increased with a rate of 10 mΩ cm²/1000 h to 242 mΩ cm². It was accompanied by an increase of the polarization resistance Rp of 52 mΩ cm²/1000 h (from 242 mΩ cm² to 260 mΩ cm² during 350 h). The temporal development of Rs and Rp is shown in Figure 2c. With each thermal cycle, Rs increased by approximately 10 mΩ cm² (see Figure 2d). The observed changes of Rp of 21, 5, 8 and -1 mΩ cm² for the first, second, third and fourth thermal cycle respectively were less consistent with the changes of Rs.

The increasing serial resistance might be an indication of a worsening of the contact at one or more of the interfaces. However, to identify the origin of the increase of Rs, also the polarization resistance Rp has to be considered. A localized loss of contact of the cell to the contacting/gas distribution layers would initially result in an increase of solely the Rs. In the presented test, Rp increased during operation, which indicates a degradation of the electrode performance. Indications of a large area loss of contact influencing Rp were not found during disassembly of the SRU nor are those expected in this kind of setup. The increase of Rp can be attributed to the typically observed initial anode degradation[^14]. The changes of Rs and Rp upon thermal cycling appear to be weakly correlated. Hence, it is likely that
the cycling caused a certain loss of contact points. A more detailed analysis regarding which electrode or electrode process was degrading is needed, but was not the scope of this work.

3.2 Microscopy

Figure 3 shows the morphology of the foam before (metallic; a, b) and after operation (oxidized; c, d). The metallic foam exhibits a branched network with pores in the range of 400-500 µm. The surface appears smooth with step like structures. Next to the branched network, porous, spherical particles in the size range up to 100 µm were observed. EDS analysis (see Figure 4) identifies the spheres as manganese oxide particles deposited on a metallic Cu-Mn backbone structure. This is different from the material presented by Szabo et al.[10], who reported a pure Cu backbone.

After oxidation and operation in the SRU test, the branches showed a facetted surface structure. Some areas in the foam’s uppermost layer (directly facing the oxygen electrode) show an increased surface roughness. These represent, most likely, the contact points between the foam and the oxygen electrode. A magnification of one of these contact point is presented in Figure 3d. From Figure 3c, the total contact area is estimated to be 5% of the cell area. After operation, the spherical features were still present and a multitude of cracks had formed within the branched network. This could either have occurred during operation, thus explaining the observed $R_S$ increase, or be a result of disassembling the SRU. The spherical features are still present after operation. The EDS analysis shows that Cu has migrated into the Mn Oxide, resulting in a homogeneous distribution of Cu and Mn with an approximate ratio of 1:1. These findings are in line with the XRD results (see below).

3.3 XRD analysis

The Rietveld refinement of the diffraction pattern of the oxidized foam is shown in Figure 5. It clearly indicates, that the oxide foam consists of two phases, copper oxide (CuO, red tick marks, 34 wt%) and a copper-manganese spinel (Cu$_{1+x}$Mn$_{2-x}$O$_4$, black tick marks, 66 wt%). Considering the phase diagram of mixed copper-manganese oxides published by Driessens et al.[15], this is to be expected. The unit cell parameters derived from the refinement indicate a close to 1:1 ratio of copper to manganese in the spinel (Cu$_{1.5}$Mn$_{1.5}$O$_4$). The CuO phase appears to be close to pure. This results in an overall molar composition of 67% Cu and 33% Mn and is in good agreement with the composition of the metallic foam of about 60:40 provided by the manufacturer. Our findings contradict the results obtained by Szabo et al.[10], who reported Mn-rich oxide scales instead of a spinel phase.

4 Conclusion

A Cu-Mn foam contact solution for the oxygen electrode in a SOC single repeating unit setup was successfully tested in fuel cell operation. A slight increase of the serial resistance $R_S$ of 10 mΩ cm$^2$/1000h was observed during the 350 h test
at a constant temperature of 700 °C. It was accompanied by an increase of the polarization resistance \( R_p \) of 52 mΩ cm\(^2\)/1000 h (mainly the typical initial anode degradation) and it is therefore possible that the \( R_S \) increase is at least partially caused by a degradation of the electrode performance and not solely by a loss of contact. Upon thermal cycling a slight increase of \( R_S \) of ~10 mΩ cm\(^2\) per cycle was observed. The change of \( R_p \) was less consistent and consequently less correlated to the \( R_S \) increase. Hence, a loss of contact caused by thermal cycling was likely. After operation, SEM microscopy revealed multiple cracks in the branched structure of the foam that could have possibly caused the increased \( R_S \) after thermal cycling. The XRD analysis of the oxidized foam confirmed, that the desired spinel \( \text{Cu}_{1+x}\text{Mn}_{2-x}\text{O}_4 \) phase, besides a CuO phase, was formed.

The level of serial resistance increase during the constant operation indicates that the Cu-Mn foam is a promising candidate as oxygen electrode contact material, though the here measured degradation can be considered be too high for an industrial application. Additional tests in SOEC operation, with different electrode materials, long term studies and resistance measurements of the foam are still needed and will be carried out in the future.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: Sketch of the SRU setup using the Cu-Mn foam as oxygen electrode contact material.

Figure 2: Electrochemical performance; a) temporal development of the cell voltage during 350 h of SOFC operation under constant conditions; b) polarization (i-V) curves before testing, after 350 h of constant operation and after each thermal cycle; c) Rs and Rp during 350 h of operation under constant conditions; d) Rs before and after each thermal cycle (24 NL/h 4%H2O in H2 under OCV).

Figure 3: SEM images of the Cu-Mn foam; a) and b): metallic state; c) and d): after oxidation and operation in SRU setup.

Figure 4: EDS elemental mapping of the metallic foam; a) Cu map; b) O map; c) Mn map; d) overlay of Cu, Mn and O maps.

Figure 5: Difference plot after Rietveld refinement of MnCuOx. Measured (crosses) calculated (green solid line) and difference (purple) diffraction profiles. Tick marks show the position of the reflections from Cu1+xMn2-xO4 (lower, black tick marks) and CuO (upper, red tick marks).
Figure 5